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WORLDWIDE BOARD CHAIR 

 
 

 
Welcome to the 2019 Success Summit! A special welcome to all 
the participants, delegates, presenters, sponsors and board 
members alike.  I have attended the Success Summit on several 
occasions, and this year is very special as I will soon pass the 
baton of Board Chair to Chair-Elect, Niki Leondakis. I have had the 
most rewarding and fulfilling experiences during my tenure as 
Chair of the Dress for Success Worldwide Board and am honored 
to serve our vital organization and be here together with you. I 
am thrilled to LIVE YOUR LEGACY together! 
 
We know that life is not always a straight path, and our programs at Dress for Success are designed to provide 
access to a full network of support for women who are entering the workforce for the first time, who are re-
entering it after a career transition, and who are actively engaging in creating a career path with the goal of 
financial independence with meaningful and sustainable employment. Our passion and purpose are to provide 
vibrant, relevant and meaningful programming for every woman, motivating and empowering her as she moves 
from a position of surviving to a place where she’s thriving. At the core of Dress for Success is the value principal  to 
give back by paving the way forward for others. We infuse these values into every program, event and activity we 
offer.  
 
For the delegates, as an ambassador of your affiliate you have gone above and beyond the call of duty to give back, 
to serve as peer mentors and representatives of the programs that you have 
participated in, and now you are dedicating your time, talents and treasure to 
champion a social change initiative in your community. Through your leadership in the 
Community Action Project you will change lives today and for future generations. You 
are here because you chose to self-identify as a leader! You chose to be here as a 
trailblazer and committed social change advocate – thank you! 
 
I am excited to meet you personally and congratulate you on your many achievements. 
I can’t wait to see what’s on the horizon for you and Dress for Success! 
 
Stephanie Sobel 
Dress for Success Worldwide Board Chair 
 
 
 
 

STEPHANIE SOBEL 
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Dear Treasured 2019 Delegates,  
 
There is no more important time than now to empower 
women! It’s a phrase we hear often, but we take action and 
passionately embrace, encourage and lift women moving forward every day. Together, we are a 
sisterhood over 1 MILLION STRONG, and I love each of you more deeply than you know.  
 
This year, I celebrate 20 years with Dress for Success – two decades of the most rewarding, fulfilling 
work, building a movement and witnessing the incredible growth of the Dress for Success organization! I 
am in awe of every sister who furthers our mission. We have accomplished more than I could imagine, 
and I am inspired beyond measure as we see lives transformed, women and families with new paths and 
bright futures, not only because of what we do at Dress for Success, but how we do it.  
 
And this year, we celebrate 15 years of our trailblazing Success Summit conference, a symposium that 
brings together the best and brightest women breaking barriers across the globe! I love being together 
with you at this year’s conference, learning about your remarkable journey, and seeing you grow during 
our time together. I love seeing you return to your community, armed with new leadership tools and 
emboldened to complete a Community Action Project where you dig deep and create an unstoppable 
ripple effect – realizing the true power you have and becoming the leaders you were born to be. 
   
It is truly a landmark year. Our journey together is unprecedented, and I knew we had to celebrate in a 
big way! For these reasons and so many more, I am bursting with excitement to Set Sail for Success with 
you aboard Carnival Victory for a voyage from Miami to Nassau! Truly, this is a dream come true, and I 
can’t wait to embrace every woman who is charting the course with us! 
 
This special time is so much more than a conference on a cruise, it’s a celebration of our journey, our 
sisterhood, and our dedication to exploring what’s next on the horizon, leading the way for women 
across the world. Like a lighthouse in the harbor, our Dress for Success sisterhood sheds light in shadows 
and provides a network and tools for you to become the Captain of your ship, LEADING your best life, 
empowering you to LIVE YOUR LEGACY! What a joy to experience this transformative time together!  
 
In Celebration of our Journey,  

 
Joi Gordon 
Chief Executive Officer 

JOI GORDON 
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 
 

Q: If I have questions or concerns during Success Summit how can I get immediate assistance? 
 
A: You can personally ask any questions to any of our Success Summit Crew, pictured on page 7. Each of us has a special name tag 
that includes a ships wheel, so we are easily identified. At Registration you will be given a 4-digit code to reach Vicki or Patrick at 
any time from any of the ship phones. If you have an urgent situation that is an emergency, dial 7777 from any ship phone. 
 
Q: When are meal times, and are there food options between meals?  
 
A: There is plenty of delicious food available during the conference on Carnival Victory! Reference the Agenda for designated meal 
times and visit the hospitality areas of the ship if you would like something to eat at other times of the day.  
 
Q: Is there assigned seating for meals? 
 
A: Breakfast and brunch (Sunday) are open seating. Friday & Saturday our amazing Captains of Success are Table Hosts for ‘Supper 
at Sea’, and you will learn the name of your hosts at registration. Sunday ‘Supper at Sea’ is open seating.  All group meal locations 
are listed in the Agenda. 
 
Q: Will I be missed if I don’t attend a scheduled session? 
 
A: Attendance is expected and required, computerized and checked daily. You should attend all sessions marked ESSENTIAL on the 
Agenda. 
 
Q: I forgot some essentials. What should I do? 
 
A: Check with Vicki or Patrick. A limited provision of extra personal supplies is available.  
 
Q: What is the dress code? 
 
A: For most sessions, the dress code is business professional. Please reference the Agenda, as each session has a suggested dress 
code.  
 
Q: What if I need to add funds to my Ship to Sail card? 
 
A: Please reference the information provided by Carnival at Registration. 
 
Q: Where are we meeting for the Nassau excursion, and who do I talk to about it?  
 
A: As listed on the Agenda, we’ll be meeting in the Adriatic Lounge before leaving the ship for the Nassau excursion. Patrick 
Johnson is managing the excursion; please connect with him in person for specific questions.  
 
Q: How do I prepare to leave the ship on Monday morning, and how will I get to the Miami airport from the ship?  
 
A: Carnival has provided information on debarkation instructions – it’s important to be timely and follow guidelines. The Carnival 
shuttle with pick up passengers in the designated area once you leave the ship and will take you to the airport.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
Vicki Bowen Hewes 

Director, Success Summit 
Patrick Johnson 

Manager of Events, DFS 

Natalie Borneo 
VP Multi-Site Operations & Compliance, DFS 

Jenny Lai 
VP, Development, DFS 

Kat Connelly 
Branch Manager, DFS Manhattan 

Ahoy 2019 Success Summit Delegates! We’re thrilled to welcome you aboard, and we are ‘all hands on deck’ to 
support your needs! So that you can easily identify us, we each wear a name tag with a ships wheel.                      

Anchors Aweigh, Sisters! 

Jeanette Duffy 
Chief Program Officer, DFS 

Margery Hannah 
Program Coordinator, DFS Manhattan 

Robin Codner 
Program Manager, DFS Queens 

Doris Gadsden 
Merchandising Associate, DFS Central 

Patricia Steele 
VP, Communications, DFS 

Taylor David 
Communications Coordinator, DFS 

Statia Grossman 
Success Summit Photographer 

Dennis Cahlo 
Success Summit Videographer 

------ COMMUNICATIONS TEAM ------ 
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EMPOWER TREASURE HUNT 
It’s like BINGO but evolved for EMPOWERED Women! Complete your EMPOWER sheet (adjacent page) 
by introducing yourself to your sisters and finding out more about the amazing women on our 
empowerment voyage!  

How it Works: When networking with fellow delegates, presenters and Crew, ask them if a statement in 
one of squares is true. If the statement is accurate, have the sister Delegate initial that single square. 
Please ask each person only one question, and only one person can initial in each square - each square 
must have different initials. Delegates, presenters and Crew can only answer one question per card.  

Everyone who fills a consecutive row of their EMPOWER card, takes a photo of their marked card, and 
loads it onto bonfyre (as shown in the sample below) by midnight Friday, May 17, WINS A SPECIAL 
PRIZE! Feel free to video yourself yelling EMPOWER! All EMPOWER winners who meet criteria noted 
above will be awarded a prize at breakfast Sunday morning! 

 

 

 

 



 

  

AGENDA 
 

   MAY 17 – 20, 2019 
Join the conversation at #WomenInAesthetics

CREATING 
OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR WOMEN’S 
ADVANCEMENT 
IN AESTHETICS
TOGETHER WE EMPOWER FEMALE LEADERS
OF TODAY AND TOMORROW

© 2019 Galderma Laboratories, L.P. All trademarks are the property of their respective owners. USMP/NON/0035/0219a



 

 

 

AGENDA | FRIDAY, MAY 17, 2019 

Essential Optional Open / Free Time ID Required Group Dining 
 
Dress Code Key  
 

 Dress for Success!  BP: Business Professional | BC: Business Casual | D: Dressy Celebration | C: Casual 
      

Time Activity Presenter Location / Dress Code 

12:00 – 2:00 PM 
REGISTRATION 
Guided Tours 

                Light Lunch          

Dress for Success 
& Carnival Foundation 

Adriatic Lounge 
 BC 

12:00 – 2:00 PM CLEAR EMPOWERMENT 
           Photo Experience            Clear Eyes Adriatic Lounge 

 BC 

2:00 – 3:00 PM BON VOYAGE Vicky Rey 
Carnival Cruise Line 

Black & Red Seas Lounge 
 BC 

3:00 – 4:00 PM * * MANDADORY * * 
SAFETY BRIEFING Carnival Victory Assigned at Registration 

 BC 

4:00 – 5:00 PM OPEN / FREE TIME N/A Victory 
 C (as desired) 

5:00 – 6:15 PM SET SAIL FOR SUCCESS 
Reception 

Joi Gordon 
Dress for Success 

Caribbean Lounge 
 BC 

6:15 – 7:45 PM SUPPER AT SEA Captains of Success 
Host Tables 

Pacific Dining Room 
 BC 

7:30 – 8:30 PM MEET THE CREW 
Reception Success Summit Crew Irish Seas Piano Bar 

 BC 

8:30 PM  OPEN / FREE TIME N/A Victory 
 C, D (as desired) 
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FRIDAY, MAY 17, 2019  |  PROGRAM & EVENT DESCRIPTIONS 

 

2:00 – 3:00 PM  BON VOYAGE     BLACK & RED SEAS LOUNGE 

We are so grateful for our supporters at Carnival Cruise Line for making LIVE YOUR LEGACY a reality! At 
our Bon Voyage celebration, we’ll meet the people who made the magic happen!  

 

3:00 – 4:00 PM  MANDATORY SAFETY BRIEFING  ASSIGNED MUSTER STATION 

This required safety briefing is a MUST. Arrive on time to your designated area or you will be called out 
over the ship speaker system. Be a helpful sailor and make sure your shipmates arrive on time, too! 

 

5:00 – 6:15 PM   SET SAIL FOR SUCCESS RECEPTION  CARIBBEAN LOUNGE 

Our special day is finally here! We’re excited to celebrate, enjoy hors d’oeuvres and mocktails, and hear 
a few words from our Captain of Empowerment, Dress for Success Chief Executive Officer Joi Gordon!  

 

6:15 – 7:45 PM  SUPPER AT SEA        PACIFIC DINING ROOM 

Our first Supper at Sea is sure to be fabulous, and our brilliant Captains of Success Table Hosts are 
thrilled to learn more about you! Check in with any Success Summit Crew Member if you’re unsure of 
your seating assignment.  

 

7:30 – 8:30 PM  MEET THE CREW    IRISH SEAS PIANO BAR 

Have a question about tomorrow’s excursion in Nassau? Wondering what to wear to the Awards 
Dinner? Not sure how to use BonFyre? Stop into the Piano Bar and meet the Crew. 

 

8:30 PM – FORWARD FREE TIME    CARNIVAL VICTORY 

Explore the ship! Catch a show! Stargaze on deck! There are dozens of amazing experiences just steps 
away! Make sure to get your forty winks, as we’ve got a big day of empowerment and exploring on the 
horizon tomorrow. 
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AGENDA | SATURDAY, MAY 18, 2019 
 
 

Essential Optional Open / Free Time ID Required Group Dining 
 

Dress Code Key 
 

 Dress for Success!  BP: Business Professional | BC: Business Casual | D: Dressy Celebration | C: Casual 
 

Time Activity Presenter Location 

6:30 – 7:15 AM SEAS THE DAY 
Morning Mile Walk 

Stephanie Sobel 
Niki Leondakis 

Deck 12 Forward 
 C 

8:00 – 8:45 AM 
 
 
 

BREAKFAST N/A Pacific Dining Room 
 C / T + Denim 

9:00 – 9:45 AM INSPIRE & IGNITE 
Your Inner Compass Rosalyn Taylor O’Neale Adriatic Lounge 

 C / T + Denim 

10:00 – 10:45 AM 
SEAS YOUR PERSONAL POWER 
2018 CAP Grand Prize Winners 

Panel Discussion 

Stephanie Sobel / Moderator 
Imane Benjelloun 

Atousa Gorg 
Lorena Ware 

Adriatic Lounge 
 C / T + Denim 

10:45 – 11:15 AM 2019 / 2020 CALL TO ACTION Natalie Borneo Adriatic Lounge 
 C / T + Denim 

11:20 – 11:45 AM TINGS TO KNOW 
Nassau Excursion Prep    Patrick Johnson Adriatic Lounge 

 C / T + Denim 

12:00 – 4:30 PM NASSAU EXCURSION Patrick Johnson Nassau, Bahamas 
 C / T + Denim 

6:00 – 7:30 PM SUPPER AT SEA Captains of Success 
Host Tables 

Pacific Dining Room 
 D 

7:30 – 8:30 PM LIVE YOUR LEGACY 
Awards Ceremony 

Joi Gordon 
Rose Flenorl / Keynote Address 

Adriatic Lounge 
 D 

8:30 – 8:45 PM SISTERHOOD OF STRENGTH 
Group Photograph 

Statia Grossman 
Dennis Cahlo 

Victory Staircase 
 D 

8:45 PM – 
FORWARD OPEN / FREE TIME N/A Victory 

 As Desired 
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SATURDAY, MAY 18, 2019  |  PROGRAM & EVENT DESCRIPTIONS 
 

6:30 – 7:15 AM  SEAS THE DAY    DECK 12 FORWARD 
 
LEADERS:   STEPHANIE SOBEL, DRESS FOR SUCCESS BOARD CHAIR  

NIKI LEONDAKIS, BOARD CHAIR-ELECT / PRESIDENT, WOLFF RESIDENT EXPERIENCE 
COMPANY 

 
Join Stephanie & Niki for a morning wake up like no other! Enjoy a brisk walk on the beautiful deck, take in the wonders 
of the sea, and set your intention for the day. 
 
8:00 – 8:45 AM  BREAKFAST/OPEN SEATING  PACIFIC DINING ROOM 
 
Enjoy a delicious breakfast in amazing surroundings! The selection & delicacies will surprise & delight! 
 

 

9:00 – 9:45 AM  INSPIRE & IGNITE / INNER COMPASS  ADRIATIC LOUNGE 
 
PRESENTER:  ROSALYN TAYLOR O’NEALE, DIVERSITY & INCLUSION EXPERT & PRINCIPAL CONSULTANT 
 
We’re kicking off our conference with one of the most powerful and passionate women leaders we know, the one-of-a-
kind fabulous Rosalyn Taylor O’Neale! Our intuition is one of the most powerful tools we have, but sometimes we lose 
our focus, get off track and stop living to our fullest potential. Be inspired by the incredible energy and truth of the 
amazing Rosalyn! 
 
 
10:00 – 10:45 AM  SEAS YOUR PERSONAL POWER  ADRIATIC LOUNGE 
 
MODERATOR:   STEPHANIE SOBEL, DRESS FOR SUCCESS WORLDWIDE BOARD CHAIR 
PANELISTS:  IMANE BENJELLOUN, DENVER; ATOUSA GORG, OREGON; LORENA WARE, SEATTLE 
 
Learn how these 2018 CAP Grand Prize Winners led the way to incredible social change! They’ll share what they learned, 
unexpected pivots, and how staying the course led to remarkable outcomes. 
 
10:45 – 11:15 AM  2019/2020 CAP CALL TO ACTION  ADRIATIC LOUNGE 
 
PRESENTER:  NATALIE BORNEO, VP, MULTI-SITE OPERATIONS & COMPLIANCE, DRESS FOR SUCCESS 
 
The moment you’ve been waiting for! Learn the focus of the 2019/2020 Community Action Project and insights from an 
operations expert! Natalie’s experience, professionalism and leadership bring polish and panache to life. 
 
11:20 – 11:45 AM  TINGS TO KNOW    ADRIATIC LOUNGE 
 
LEADER:    PATRICK JOHNSON, EVENT MANAGER, DRESS FOR SUCCESS 
 
Gather your tings and prepare for the de Island, (wo)man! Patrick will take us through our schedule for the day as we 
enjoy a light lunch. Make sure to pack a light tote or day pack with a couple of cans of water, a hat, sunscreen and your 
camera/phone.  
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SATURDAY, MAY 18, 2019  |  PROGRAM & EVENT DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED) 

 
12:00 – 4:30 PM   NASSAU EXCURSION   NASSAU, BAHAMAS 
 
LEADER:     PATRICK JOHNSON, EVENT MANAGER, DRESS FOR SUCCESS 
 
Land Ho! We’ve docked in Nassau and headed for a beautiful adventure! We’ll board air-conditioned busses and have a 
brief tour of the city en route to an exotic zoo and lush garden tour! After our jitney ride, enjoy a stroll through historic 
Straw Market and be charmed by island hospitality and pretty tings! We must be back aboard Carnival Victory by no later 
than 4:30 PM, so be mindin’ your watch, island girl! 
 
5:00 – 6:00 PM   FREE TIME    CARNIVAL VICTORY 
 
Freshen up for Supper at Sea and the LIVE YOUR LEGACY Awards Ceremony. 
 
6:00 – 7:30 PM   SUPPER AT SEA    PACIFIC DINING ROOM 
 
What amazing delights await us at supper! Share tales of today’s exploration with your Captains of Success Table Host – 
a Summit Crew Member will help you connect if you’re unsure of your table assignment.  
 
7:30 – 8:30 PM   LIVE YOUR LEGACY AWARDS CEREMONY ADRIATIC LOUNGE 
 
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER:   JOI GORDON, DRESS FOR SUCCESS 
KEYNOTE ADDRESS:   ROSE FLENORL, GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP MANAGER, FEDEX 
 
CAP GRAND-PRIZE WINNER    IMANE BENJELLOUN, DENVER  
INDIVIDUAL   SISTERHOOD IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD 

 
CAP GRAND-PRIZE WINNER   ATOUSA GORG & LORENA WARE, OREGON/SEATTLE 
TEAM    MEAL PLANNING ON A BUDGET 
 
CAP RUNNER-UP    SOPHIA TAYLOR-EDWARDS, HARTFORD 
INDIVIDUAL   POWER UP! EMPOWERING WOMEN AFTER ABUSE 
 
CAP RUNNER-UP   VERONICA MORENO & MARTHA BAUTISTA, PHOENIX 
TEAM    SIMPLY SUCCESSFUL  
 
LUMINARY AWARDS  RECOGNITION FOR REMARKABLE PARTNERS WHO  
    LIGHT THE PATH AND ELEVATE OUR MISSION  
 
8:30 – 8:45 PM   SISTERHOOD OF STRENGTH  VICTORY STAIRCASE 
 
Stand tall, smile and shine bright! Statia and Dennis will capture this magic moment on film! Our sisterhood is STRONG & 
ready for full speed ahead to VICTORY, ON VICTORY! 
 
8:45 PM – FORWARD  FREE TIME    CARNIVAL VICTORY 
 
Explore the ship! Catch a show! Stargaze on deck! Check out the latest edition of FUN TIMES to learn about fabulous 
experiences just steps away! Make sure to get your forty winks, as there’s ANOTHER big day of empowerment and 
exploring on the horizon tomorrow. 

 

 

 

 

PORT DAY! SATURDAY, MAY 18, 2019! 
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SUNDAY, MAY 19, 2019  |  PROGRAM & EVENT DESCRIPTIONS 
 

7:30 – 8:00 AM  MORNING MEDITATION   ADRIATIC LOUNGE 
 
LEADERS:  STEPHANIE SOBEL, DRESS FOR SUCCESS BOARD CHAIR 
   NIKI LEONDAKIS, BOARD CHAIR-ELECT / PRESIDENT, WOLFF RESIDENT EXPERIENCE COMPANY 
 
Start the day with inner peace, gratitude and amazing energy. A light breakfast will be available in the Adriatic Lounge, as 
we are enjoying Sunday Brunch at noon. Namaste. 
 
8:00 – 9:00 AM  BE THE CAPTAIN OF YOUR DESTINY  ADRIATIC LOUNGE 
 
PRESENTER:  LINDA CLEMONS, CEO, SISTERPRENEUR / SALES TRAINER & BODY LANGUAGE EXPERT 
 
You only live once, so live it to the fullest! There is an extraordinary YOU at your core. All you have to do is get the 
ordinary out of the way! Don’t let life happen to you any longer. Have focus, control, change your destiny and take 
charge of your life! Learning from Linda is a bucket-list opportunity – arrive ready to take note and take action. 
 
9:15 – 10:00 AM  SHORE UP YOUR TREASURE  ADRIATIC LOUNGE 
 
PRESENTER:  ROSE STUCKEY KIRK, CHIEF SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OFFICER, VERIZON 
 
What are your greatest resources, and how do you prioritize what’s of value? Often, we take for granted what’s most 
important and don’t nurture our ‘treasure’ like we should. Rose is a leading expert at motivating teams and bringing out 
the best, maximizing the potential in every opportunity. Lean in, lean forward, and stand tall. 
 
10:05 – 10:50 AM  SEASIDE CHAT    BLACK & RED SEAS LOUNGE 
 
INTERVIEWER:  NATALIE BORNEO, MULTI-SITE OPERATIONS & COMPLIANCE, DRESS FOR SUCCESS 
LEADER:   NIKI LEONDAKIS, BOARD CHAIR-ELECT / PRESIDENT, WOLFF RESIDENT EXPERIENCE COMPANY 
 
Ever wonder what it’s like to be an in-demand executive with daunting responsibilities and a schedule that never stops? 
Niki will share valuable CEO insights on the ups, downs and what makes her so passionate about leadership and 
empowering women! Niki set her course to the top and put in the work, and she leads the way thinking BIG. 
 
11:00 – 11:45 AM  LEAD HER SHIP    ADRIATIC LOUNGE 
 
PRESENTER:  MEREDITH ROLLINS, CONTENT STRATEGY EXPERT, EDITOR IN CHIEF 
 
It all looks like smooth sailing when you’re Editor in Chief of the hottest magazine on the newsstands and leading 
initiatives with Michelle Obama (YES, THAT MICHELLE OBAMA!). But navigating through the stormy days is when you 
build strength you didn’t know you had. Meredith’s journey includes being a visionary, a trailblazer, and a resilient leader 
and role model through and through. 
 
12:00 – 1:15 PM  SEA DAY BRUNCH    PACIFIC DINING ROOM 
 
Endless delicious dishes and amazing tempting treats! Enjoy them ALL – you deserve it! 
 
1:30 – 3:00 PM  NAVIGATORS, NOT PASSENGERS!  ADRIATIC LOUNGE 
 
PRESENTER:  PATRICIA RUSSELL-MCCLOUD, PROFESSIONAL ORATOR & BEST-SELLING AUTHOR 
 
This is a pivotal moment in your life, and Patricia will rock your world like you haven’t been awakened ever before! Her 
presentations are a visual experience, and she is one of the nation’s BEST and most sought-after orators, named one of 
the US’s most influential people by EBONY Magazine. Each year, more than 100,000 people clamor to be inspired by her 
wisdom, and YOU are now among one of the very fortunate to experience her greatness. 

 

 
 
 

AGENDA | SUNDAY, MAY 19, 2019 
 

Essential Optional Open / Free Time ID Required Group Dining 
 

Dress Code Key 
 

 Dress for Success!  BP: Business Professional | BC: Business Casual | D: Dressy Celebration | C: Casual 

Time Activity Presenter Location 

7:30 – 8:00 AM MORNING   
MEDITATION 

Stephanie Sobel 
Niki Leondakis 

Adriatic Lounge 
 BP 

8:00 – 9:00 AM CAPTAIN OF YOUR DESTINY 
Motivation & Inspiration Linda Clemons Adriatic Lounge 

 BP 

9:15 – 10:00 AM SHORE UP YOUR TREASURE 
Prioritize What You Value Rose Stuckey Kirk Adriatic Lounge 

 BP 

10:05 – 10:50 AM SEASIDE CHAT 
Charting Your Course 

Natalie Borneo / Interviewer 
Niki Leondakis 

Black & Red Seas Lounge 
 BP 

11:00 – 11:45 AM LEAD HER SHIP 
Resilience Through the Storm Meredith Rollins Adriatic Lounge 

 BP 

12:00 – 1:15 PM SEA DAY BRUNCH N/A Pacific Dining Room 
 BP 

1:30 – 3:00 PM NAVIGATORS, NOT PASSENGERS! 
Inside Out Leadership Patricia Russell-McCloud Adriatic Lounge 

 BP 

3:15 – 4:45 PM PURPOSE DRIVEN LIFE 
Live Joyfully & Fearlessly Patrice Tanaka Adriatic Lounge 

 BP 

4:50 – 5:30 PM WINNERS CIRCLE 
Q & A Insights 

CAP Winners & 
Runners Up 

Adriatic Lounge 
 BP 

6:15 – 7:30 PM SUPPER AT SEA Open Seating Pacific Dining Room 
 D/White Party 

7:30 – 8:30 PM JOI IN THE JOURNEY 
Joi-ful Closing Remarks 

Vicki Bowen Hewes 
Linda Clemons 

Rose Stuckey Kirk 

Club Arctic 
 D/White Party 

8:30 – 9:30 PM EMPOWER HOUR WHITE PARTY 
Flood the Disco 

CLEAR EYES 
#myshiningmoment 

Club Arctic 
 D/White Party 

9:30 PM – 
FORWARD OPEN / FREE TIME N/A Victory 

 C (as desired) 
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SUNDAY, MAY 19, 2019  |  PROGRAM & EVENT DESCRIPTIONS 
 

7:30 – 8:00 AM  MORNING MEDITATION   ADRIATIC LOUNGE 
 
LEADERS:  STEPHANIE SOBEL, DRESS FOR SUCCESS BOARD CHAIR 
   NIKI LEONDAKIS, BOARD CHAIR-ELECT / PRESIDENT, WOLFF RESIDENT EXPERIENCE COMPANY 
 
Start the day with inner peace, gratitude and amazing energy. A light breakfast will be available in the Adriatic Lounge, as 
we are enjoying Sunday Brunch at noon. Namaste. 
 
8:00 – 9:00 AM  BE THE CAPTAIN OF YOUR DESTINY  ADRIATIC LOUNGE 
 
PRESENTER:  LINDA CLEMONS, CEO, SISTERPRENEUR / SALES TRAINER & BODY LANGUAGE EXPERT 
 
You only live once, so live it to the fullest! There is an extraordinary YOU at your core. All you have to do is get the 
ordinary out of the way! Don’t let life happen to you any longer. Have focus, control, change your destiny and take 
charge of your life! Learning from Linda is a bucket-list opportunity – arrive ready to take note and take action. 
 
9:15 – 10:00 AM  SHORE UP YOUR TREASURE  ADRIATIC LOUNGE 
 
PRESENTER:  ROSE STUCKEY KIRK, CHIEF SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OFFICER, VERIZON 
 
What are your greatest resources, and how do you prioritize what’s of value? Often, we take for granted what’s most 
important and don’t nurture our ‘treasure’ like we should. Rose is a leading expert at motivating teams and bringing out 
the best, maximizing the potential in every opportunity. Lean in, lean forward, and stand tall. 
 
10:05 – 10:50 AM  SEASIDE CHAT    BLACK & RED SEAS LOUNGE 
 
INTERVIEWER:  NATALIE BORNEO, MULTI-SITE OPERATIONS & COMPLIANCE, DRESS FOR SUCCESS 
LEADER:   NIKI LEONDAKIS, BOARD CHAIR-ELECT / PRESIDENT, WOLFF RESIDENT EXPERIENCE COMPANY 
 
Ever wonder what it’s like to be an in-demand executive with daunting responsibilities and a schedule that never stops? 
Niki will share valuable CEO insights on the ups, downs and what makes her so passionate about leadership and 
empowering women! Niki set her course to the top and put in the work, and she leads the way thinking BIG. 
 
11:00 – 11:45 AM  LEAD HER SHIP    ADRIATIC LOUNGE 
 
PRESENTER:  MEREDITH ROLLINS, CONTENT STRATEGY EXPERT, EDITOR IN CHIEF 
 
It all looks like smooth sailing when you’re Editor in Chief of the hottest magazine on the newsstands and leading 
initiatives with Michelle Obama (YES, THAT MICHELLE OBAMA!). But navigating through the stormy days is when you 
build strength you didn’t know you had. Meredith’s journey includes being a visionary, a trailblazer, and a resilient leader 
and role model through and through. 
 
12:00 – 1:15 PM  SEA DAY BRUNCH    PACIFIC DINING ROOM, UPPER LEVEL 
 
Endless delicious dishes and amazing tempting treats! Enjoy them ALL – you deserve it! 
 
1:30 – 3:00 PM  NAVIGATORS, NOT PASSENGERS!  ADRIATIC LOUNGE 
 
PRESENTER:  PATRICIA RUSSELL-MCCLOUD, PROFESSIONAL ORATOR & BEST-SELLING AUTHOR 
 
This is a pivotal moment in your life, and Patricia will rock your world like you haven’t been awakened ever before! Her 
presentations are a visual experience, and she is one of the nation’s BEST and most sought-after orators, named one of 
the US’s most influential people by EBONY Magazine. Each year, more than 100,000 people clamor to be inspired by her 
wisdom, and YOU are now among one of the very fortunate to experience her greatness. 
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SUNDAY, MAY 19  |  7:30 PM  |  CLUB ARCTIC 
 

#JOIINTHEJOURNEY 

Joi IN THE JOURNEY 

 

 

 
 

SUNDAY, MAY 19, 2019  |  PROGRAM & EVENT DESCRIPTIONS (CONTINUED) 
 

3:15 – 4:45 PM  PURPOSE DRIVEN LIFE   ADRIATIC LOUNGE 
 
PRESENTER:  PATRICE TANAKA, CHIEF JOY OFFICER, JOYFUL PLANET 
 
Beautiful YOU, what is YOUR purpose? What is YOUR greatness? You know you have it in you, you know you are here for 
a reason. Patrice’s inspirational generosity is fueled by her own journey, filled with unexpected turns. When she found 
her PURPOSE, she realized success and fulfillment beyond her wildest dreams. Now, it’s YOUR turn to create and LIVE 
your LIFE’S PURPOSE STATEMENT and be empowered anew! Today, you will begin to LIVE YOUR LEGACY! 
 
4:50 – 5:30 PM  WINNERS CIRCLE    ADRIATIC LOUNGE 
 
PRESENTERS:  IMANE BENJELLOUN, DENVER; ATOUSA GORG, OREGON; LORENA WARE, SEATTLE 
   SOPHIA TAYLOR-EDWARDS, HARTFORD; VERONICA MORENO & MARTHA BAUTISTA, PHOENIX 
 
A casual ‘CAP Chat’ where CAP winners will host an informal Q&A about their remarkable projects.  
 
5:30 – 6:15 PM  FREE TIME    CARNIVAL VICTORY 
 
Get ready for tonight’s WHITE PARTY! Freshen up, dress up and get ready for our final night of Success Summit 2019! 
You don’t want to miss a minute of the fun! 
 
6:15 – 7:30 PM  SUPPER AT SEA / OPEN SEATING  PACIFIC DINING ROOM 
 
Take in all the pleasures of a multi-course meal seasoned with the adventures of a lifetime! Open seating.  
 
7:30 – 8:30 PM  JOI IN THE JOURNEY   CLUB ARCTIC 
 
PRESENTERS:  VICKI BOWEN HEWES, DIRECTOR, SUCCESS SUMMIT 
   ROSE STUCKEY KIRK, CHIEF SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OFFICER, VERIZON 
   LINDA CLEMONS, CEO, SISTERPRENEUR / SALES TRAINER & BODY LANGUAGE EXPERT 
 
Celebrating 20 years of inspirational leadership, we are beyond grateful for all that Joi Gordon has brought into our lives 
and the lives of millions of women across the globe. Our Empowerment Voyage was made possible by Joi, as were 
countless other opportunities and life-changing experiences. Raise a mocktail to the lady who makes it happen day in 
and day out, rain, shine, smooth sailing or stormy seas – our Captain of Empowerment has brought so much JOI to our 
journey and inspires us all. 
 
8:30 – 9:30 PM  EMPOWER HOUR WHITE PARTY  CLUB ARCTIC 
 
Mix, Mingle and Shine Bright while we Flood the Disco! Networking is about meeting people, sharing who you are, what 
you do, and your LIFE’S PURPOSE STATEMENT! Connect with Delegates, Presenters and Success Summit Crew Members 
whom you haven’t had a chance to talk with yet, exchange information, and build your network, and get on the dance 
floor! 
 
9:30 PM – FORWARD   FREE TIME    CARNIVAL VICTORY 
 
Enjoy our final night at sea! Have you seen the stars from the ships deck? Explored the countless entertainment options? 
Take it all in tonight. 
 

 

 

 
 

SUNDAY, MAY 19, 2019  |  PROGRAM & EVENT DESCRIPTIONS 
 

7:30 – 8:00 AM  MORNING MEDITATION   ADRIATIC LOUNGE 
 
LEADERS:  STEPHANIE SOBEL, DRESS FOR SUCCESS BOARD CHAIR 
   NIKI LEONDAKIS, BOARD CHAIR-ELECT / PRESIDENT, WOLFF RESIDENT EXPERIENCE COMPANY 
 
Start the day with inner peace, gratitude and amazing energy. A light breakfast will be available in the Adriatic Lounge, as 
we are enjoying Sunday Brunch at noon. Namaste. 
 
8:00 – 9:00 AM  BE THE CAPTAIN OF YOUR DESTINY  ADRIATIC LOUNGE 
 
PRESENTER:  LINDA CLEMONS, CEO, SISTERPRENEUR / SALES TRAINER & BODY LANGUAGE EXPERT 
 
You only live once, so live it to the fullest! There is an extraordinary YOU at your core. All you have to do is get the 
ordinary out of the way! Don’t let life happen to you any longer. Have focus, control, change your destiny and take 
charge of your life! Learning from Linda is a bucket-list opportunity – arrive ready to take note and take action. 
 
9:15 – 10:00 AM  SHORE UP YOUR TREASURE  ADRIATIC LOUNGE 
 
PRESENTER:  ROSE STUCKEY KIRK, CHIEF SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OFFICER, VERIZON 
 
What are your greatest resources, and how do you prioritize what’s of value? Often, we take for granted what’s most 
important and don’t nurture our ‘treasure’ like we should. Rose is a leading expert at motivating teams and bringing out 
the best, maximizing the potential in every opportunity. Lean in, lean forward, and stand tall. 
 
10:05 – 10:50 AM  SEASIDE CHAT    BLACK & RED SEAS LOUNGE 
 
INTERVIEWER:  NATALIE BORNEO, MULTI-SITE OPERATIONS & COMPLIANCE, DRESS FOR SUCCESS 
LEADER:   NIKI LEONDAKIS, BOARD CHAIR-ELECT / PRESIDENT, WOLFF RESIDENT EXPERIENCE COMPANY 
 
Ever wonder what it’s like to be an in-demand executive with daunting responsibilities and a schedule that never stops? 
Niki will share valuable CEO insights on the ups, downs and what makes her so passionate about leadership and 
empowering women! Niki set her course to the top and put in the work, and she leads the way thinking BIG. 
 
11:00 – 11:45 AM  LEAD HER SHIP    ADRIATIC LOUNGE 
 
PRESENTER:  MEREDITH ROLLINS, CONTENT STRATEGY EXPERT, EDITOR IN CHIEF 
 
It all looks like smooth sailing when you’re Editor in Chief of the hottest magazine on the newsstands and leading 
initiatives with Michelle Obama (YES, THAT MICHELLE OBAMA!). But navigating through the stormy days is when you 
build strength you didn’t know you had. Meredith’s journey includes being a visionary, a trailblazer, and a resilient leader 
and role model through and through. 
 
12:00 – 1:15 PM  SEA DAY BRUNCH    PACIFIC DINING ROOM, UPPER LEVEL 
 
Endless delicious dishes and amazing tempting treats! Enjoy them ALL – you deserve it! 
 
1:30 – 3:00 PM  NAVIGATORS, NOT PASSENGERS!  ADRIATIC LOUNGE 
 
PRESENTER:  PATRICIA RUSSELL-MCCLOUD, PROFESSIONAL ORATOR & BEST-SELLING AUTHOR 
 
This is a pivotal moment in your life, and Patricia will rock your world like you haven’t been awakened ever before! Her 
presentations are a visual experience, and she is one of the nation’s BEST and most sought-after orators, named one of 
the US’s most influential people by EBONY Magazine. Each year, more than 100,000 people clamor to be inspired by her 
wisdom, and YOU are now among one of the very fortunate to experience her greatness. 



Clear Eyes® believes
every time you open your eyes,

it’s your moment to shine.

Congratulations to all the women in attendance.
May this be just one of many shining moments for you.

#MyShiningMoment
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MONDAY, MAY 20, 2019  |  DISEMBARKMENT DAY 
 

7:00 – 9:30 AM    DISEMBARK SHIP  ASSIGNED TIME & STATION 

Be sure to have all your items and documents in order, and follow the instructions provided regarding leaving the 
ship.  
 
INDIVIDUAL SCHEDULE   SHUTTLE TO AIRPORT ASSIGNED TIME & LOCATION 
 
The shuttle will take you to the airport, and it’s important to arrive at the designated area on time and prepared to 
board.  
 
INDIVIDUAL SCHEDULE   RETURN FLIGHT  ASSIGNED DEPARTURE GATE 
 
Once at Miami Airport, proceed through security as directed and locate your assigned departure gate.  
 
Vicki will be at the Miami airport until 7 PM to ensure everyone gets on their return flights and is available as 
needed for concerns; call or text 614-314-3855. 
 
AND NOW, IT’S YOUR TURN TO SHINE BRIGHT! 
 
What an unbelievable time of sisterhood, sharing and empowerment we’ve shared! Our memories will last a 
lifetime as treasured tokens of this magical experience! And, now, it’s your turn! Take everything you’ve learned 
and pour it in to your 2019/2020 Community Action Project! You’ve met remarkable leaders who have 
experienced struggles, challenges, and found their greatest super power to be believing in themselves and 
resilience. Getting back up and saying ‘YES, I CAN! AND I WILL! AND I AM!’ How YOU lead YOUR CAP is all about 
how YOU embrace your LIFE PURPOSE STATEMENT, nurture your spirit OUTSIDE & INSIDE, AND SEAS THE DAY! 
 
We couldn’t be prouder to be on this adventure with you! We know you will do great things this year, and we are 
pulling for you! So, go forth, beautiful Sisters, and create the change you want to see, be the beauty and light that 
illuminates the world, go forward and …  
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

AGENDA | MONDAY, MAY 20, 2019 
Essential Optional Open / Free Time ID Required Group Dining 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Time Activity Facilitator Location 

7:00 – 9:30 AM DISEMBARK SHIP 
As Instructed by Cabin Block Carnival  As Directed 

 BC 

As Scheduled TRANSPORTATION TO AIRPORT Carnival Shuttle Port of Miami 
 BC 

As Scheduled FLIGHTS TO HOME DESTINATION As Ticketed Miami Airport 
 BC 

As Scheduled LIVE YOUR LEGACY 
Community Action Project  YAY YOU! Your Home Town 

Dress Code Key 
 

 Dress for Success!  BP: Business Professional | BC: Business Casual | D: Dressy Celebration | C: Casual 
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SUNDAY, MAY 19, 2019  |  PROGRAM & EVENT DESCRIPTIONS 
 

7:30 – 8:00 AM  MORNING MEDITATION   ADRIATIC LOUNGE 
 
LEADERS:  STEPHANIE SOBEL, DRESS FOR SUCCESS BOARD CHAIR 
   NIKI LEONDAKIS, BOARD CHAIR-ELECT / PRESIDENT, WOLFF RESIDENT EXPERIENCE COMPANY 
 
Start the day with inner peace, gratitude and amazing energy. A light breakfast will be available in the Adriatic Lounge, as 
we are enjoying Sunday Brunch at noon. Namaste. 
 
8:00 – 9:00 AM  BE THE CAPTAIN OF YOUR DESTINY  ADRIATIC LOUNGE 
 
PRESENTER:  LINDA CLEMONS, CEO, SISTERPRENEUR / SALES TRAINER & BODY LANGUAGE EXPERT 
 
You only live once, so live it to the fullest! There is an extraordinary YOU at your core. All you have to do is get the 
ordinary out of the way! Don’t let life happen to you any longer. Have focus, control, change your destiny and take 
charge of your life! Learning from Linda is a bucket-list opportunity – arrive ready to take note and take action. 
 
9:15 – 10:00 AM  SHORE UP YOUR TREASURE  ADRIATIC LOUNGE 
 
PRESENTER:  ROSE STUCKEY KIRK, CHIEF SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OFFICER, VERIZON 
 
What are your greatest resources, and how do you prioritize what’s of value? Often, we take for granted what’s most 
important and don’t nurture our ‘treasure’ like we should. Rose is a leading expert at motivating teams and bringing out 
the best, maximizing the potential in every opportunity. Lean in, lean forward, and stand tall. 
 
10:05 – 10:50 AM  SEASIDE CHAT    BLACK & RED SEAS LOUNGE 
 
INTERVIEWER:  NATALIE BORNEO, MULTI-SITE OPERATIONS & COMPLIANCE, DRESS FOR SUCCESS 
LEADER:   NIKI LEONDAKIS, BOARD CHAIR-ELECT / PRESIDENT, WOLFF RESIDENT EXPERIENCE COMPANY 
 
Ever wonder what it’s like to be an in-demand executive with daunting responsibilities and a schedule that never stops? 
Niki will share valuable CEO insights on the ups, downs and what makes her so passionate about leadership and 
empowering women! Niki set her course to the top and put in the work, and she leads the way thinking BIG. 
 
11:00 – 11:45 AM  LEAD HER SHIP    ADRIATIC LOUNGE 
 
PRESENTER:  MEREDITH ROLLINS, CONTENT STRATEGY EXPERT, EDITOR IN CHIEF 
 
It all looks like smooth sailing when you’re Editor in Chief of the hottest magazine on the newsstands and leading 
initiatives with Michelle Obama (YES, THAT MICHELLE OBAMA!). But navigating through the stormy days is when you 
build strength you didn’t know you had. Meredith’s journey includes being a visionary, a trailblazer, and a resilient leader 
and role model through and through. 
 
12:00 – 1:15 PM  SEA DAY BRUNCH    PACIFIC DINING ROOM, UPPER LEVEL 
 
Endless delicious dishes and amazing tempting treats! Enjoy them ALL – you deserve it! 
 
1:30 – 3:00 PM  NAVIGATORS, NOT PASSENGERS!  ADRIATIC LOUNGE 
 
PRESENTER:  PATRICIA RUSSELL-MCCLOUD, PROFESSIONAL ORATOR & BEST-SELLING AUTHOR 
 
This is a pivotal moment in your life, and Patricia will rock your world like you haven’t been awakened ever before! Her 
presentations are a visual experience, and she is one of the nation’s BEST and most sought-after orators, named one of 
the US’s most influential people by EBONY Magazine. Each year, more than 100,000 people clamor to be inspired by her 
wisdom, and YOU are now among one of the very fortunate to experience her greatness. 

 

 

 

 

MONDAY, MAY 20, 2019  |  DISEMBARKMENT DAY 
 

7:00 – 9:30 AM    DISEMBARK SHIP  ASSIGNED TIME & STATION 

Be sure to have all your items and documents in order, and follow the instructions provided regarding leaving the 
ship.  
 
INDIVIDUAL SCHEDULE   SHUTTLE TO AIRPORT ASSIGNED TIME & LOCATION 
 
The shuttle will take you to the airport, and it’s important to arrive at the designated area on time and prepared to 
board.  
 
INDIVIDUAL SCHEDULE   RETURN FLIGHT  ASSIGNED DEPARTURE GATE 
 
Once at Miami Airport, proceed through security as directed and locate your assigned departure gate.  
 
Vicki will be at the Miami airport until 7 PM to ensure everyone gets on their return flights and is available as 
needed for concerns; call or text 614-314-3855. 
 
AND NOW, IT’S YOUR TURN TO SHINE BRIGHT! 
 
What an unbelievable time of sisterhood, sharing and empowerment we’ve shared! Our memories will last a 
lifetime as treasured tokens of this magical experience! And, now, it’s your turn! Take everything you’ve learned 
and pour it in to your 2019/2020 Community Action Project! You’ve met remarkable leaders who have 
experienced struggles, challenges, and found their greatest super power to be believing in themselves and 
resilience. Getting back up and saying ‘YES, I CAN! AND I WILL! AND I AM!’ How YOU lead YOUR CAP is all about 
how YOU embrace your LIFE PURPOSE STATEMENT, nurture your spirit OUTSIDE & INSIDE, AND SEAS THE DAY! 
 
We couldn’t be prouder to be on this adventure with you! We know you will do great things this year, and we are 
pulling for you! So, go forth, beautiful Sisters, and create the change you want to see, be the beauty and light that 
illuminates the world, go forward and …  
 
 
 



 

           PATRICIA RUSSELL-MCCLOUD                       PATRICE TANAKA                                   ROSE STUCKEY KIRK  

               MEREDITH ROLLINS                              ROSALYN TAYLOR O’NEALE                          ROSE FLENORL                                

                      LINDA CLEMONS                                                NIKI LEONDAKIS                                       STEPHANIE SOBEL               
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LINDA CLEMONS  

Linda Clemons from Indianapolis, Indiana is the CEO of Sisterpreneur® Inc.  Linda is an award-
winning a record setting sales producer with 35 years of experience as one of the top sales trainers 
in the world in the resort/timeshare industry, where clients have generated over two billion in 
sales. 

A Body Language Expert trained and certified in Analytic Interviewing and Statement Analysis ™ 
which is a process used to detect deception.  

Linda’s clients and audiences include Southwest Airlines, Coca-Cola, Spanx, Publicis, Nielsen, 
National Urban League, Nestle, MGM, Major League Baseball, Wells Fargo, Leo Burnett 
Worldwide, US Customs, FBI, Marriott, Hilton, Wyndham, Starwood, Nationwide, Johnson & 
Johnson, Bristol Myers, Women’s President Organization and Dress for Success.  Her client list 

includes celebrities, executives, politicians and entrepreneurs.  

Linda is a former Radio and Television personality for 15 years and a former presenter with the Ziglar Organization. She opened for or 
shared the stage with such notables as Oprah Winfrey, President Obama, Steve Wozniak co-founder of Apple, Dr. Condoleezza Rice and 
Mary Jo White former SEC Chair.  Linda has received numerous awards, including the following: 

• Office Depot National Entrepreneur Award 
• Women of Wealth Top Mentor Award 
• A listing in the United States Congressional Records for community work 
• Sagamore of the Wabash the highest civilian award given by the governor in the State of Indiana 
• Memberships-Rotary International 
• National Board member for the National Congress of Black Women 
• Recognized by President Obama for community work 

 

 
MEREDITH ROLLINS 
 
Meredith Rollins is an editor-in-chief, writer and content strategist. Most recently, she was the 
Senior Vice President, Global Content Strategy, for WW (formerly Weight Watchers), leading the 
direction of all of the content WW created and shared across the brand’s websites, social media, 
books, magazines and meeting rooms internationally. Prior to joining WW, Rollins was the 
editor-in-chief of Redbook from June 2014 to December 2017. She reinvented the 114-year old 
brand for a modern, diverse audience, focusing it on beauty and style. Redbook was named 
Adweek’s Hottest Women’s Magazine in 2015, and won Adweek’s Reader’s Choice Award in 
2014, 2015 and 2016, among multiple other content and design awards. Before joining 
Redbook, Rollins held editorial positions at Lucky, W, New York Magazine and Harper’s Bazaar. 

In 2014, the Business and Professional Women’s Foundation awarded Rollins with the Working 
Women Helping Work® award, which honors female leaders, thanks to her ongoing partnership with then-First Lady Michelle Obama. 
The National Eating Disorder Association honored Rollins in 2015 with NEDA Inspires Award, and in 2016, Rollins was honored at 
FOLIO’s Top Women in Media Awards for her industry leadership. 
 
Rollins has made numerous appearances on national television, including TODAY and Good Morning America, and has written articles 
for The New York Times and the Huffington Post, among others. She lives in Manhattan with her husband and two young sons. 
 



 

NIKI LEONDAKIS 
Niki is the President of Wolff Resident Experience Company and previously served as Chief 
Executive Officer of Equinox Fitness Clubs at Equinox Holdings. 

 Niki has more 30 years of experience in the hospitality industry. She served as the Chief 
Executive Officer of Hotels & Resorts at Two Roads Hospitality and was responsible for hotel 
property financial performance, including operations, sales & marketing, guest experience, 
food & beverage programming and interior design strategy, with a focus on elevating the 
overall portfolio's lifestyle experiences.  

Niki served as the Chief Executive Officer of Commune Hotels and Resorts, and as the 
President and Chief Operating Officer at Kimpton Hotel & Restaurant Group, LLC. She joined 
Kimpton Hotel & Restaurant Group in 1993. She oversaw operations, marketing, human 

resources and social responsibility initiatives for Kimpton's 40 boutique hotels and 40 chef-driven, destination restaurants throughout 
the U.S. and Canada.  

Niki began her hospitality career as a Manager for Marriott Hotels in 1982 in Nashville, Tennessee.  

An avid contributor to the community, she is the chair-elect for the Worldwide Board for Dress for Success and heads the founding 
committee for Dress for Success San Francisco. She has received numerous industry awards, including being named one of the "100 
Most Influential Women" by the San Francisco Business Times and named one of the "Most Powerful Women in Travel" by Travel 
Agent Magazine. Niki holds a Bachelor's Degree in Hotel, Restaurant Management and Travel Administration from the University of 
Massachusetts in Amherst. 

 

PATRICE TANAKA 
Patrice Tanaka is the Chief Joy Officer of Joyful Planet. A serial entrepreneur, she has co-
founded three award-winning, PR & marketing firms and, most recently, Joyful Planet. 
 
Joyful Planet is the culmination of Patrice’s personal and professional journey of finding her way 
to joy in the wake of 9/11 when she was depressed, in a malaise and exhausted from building a 
business with 12 other partners and caring for a sick husband who died of a brain tumor after a 
long and valiant fight.  
 
An executive coach Patrice sought out during that time challenged her to rethink her purpose in 
life, which after some reflection led Patrice to say: “My purpose in life is to choose joy in my life 
every single day; to be mindful of that joy, and to share that joy with others.”  
 

Pursuing her joy led her to take up ballroom dancing, which resulted in Patrice’s first book, Becoming Ginger Rogers “How Ballroom 
Dancing Made Me a Happier Woman, Better Partner and Smarter CEO” (2011). 
 
Apart from chronicling how Patrice pursued her joy of ballroom dancing, taking her first dance lesson ever at age 50, Becoming Ginger 
Rogers tells the story of her award-winning track record in creative problem solving for some of the most successful global brands. The 
only reason I started my first PR agency, PT&Co., was that it was the best solution I could come up with to avoid having to fire four 
talented colleagues when we lost our biggest account, explains Patrice. She led 12 colleagues, including the four who were in danger of 
being fired, in a management buyback from advertising agency, Chiat/Day, to co-found an employee-owned PR agency in 1990. Within 
eight years, PT&Co. was recognized as the “#1 Most Creative” and the “#2 Best Workplace” among all PR agencies in the U.S. 
Born and raised in Hawaii, Patrice graduated from the University of Hawaii. She now resides in New York, realizing a childhood dream 
of living in Manhattan.  
 
Patrice devotes much of her free time to serving on the boards of non-profit organizations dedicated to helping women and children, 
including the Girl Scouts of Greater New York, Dancing Classrooms, and the American Friends of The Phelophepa Train of Hope (South 
Africa). She is also an avid ballroom dancer, tennis player, traveler and lover of soulful conversations. 

 

PATRICIA RUSSELL-MCCLOUD 

Patricia Russell-McCloud is a Professional Orator / Best-Selling Author who offers a 
“visual speaking experience.” With more than 20 years on the lecture circuit, she is 
categorized as being one of the nation’s best. Her speaking style is engaging, highly 
substantive, well-researched, pertinent to her audiences, and entertaining, whether for 
the public or private sector.  
 
Each year she speaks to more than 100,000 people in private and public organizations, in 
the United States and internationally. She encourages her listeners to surmount every 
obstacle that stands between them and... the possible. Her client list includes, but is not 
limited to, AARP, National Association of Women’s Business Owners; AT&T, Women’s 

Food Service Forum, eWomen’s Network, Wal-Mart/Sam’s Club, General Motors, American Honda, Cox Enterprises, McDonald’s, 
Northrop Grumman, General Electric, McGraw Hill Publishing, Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, Xerox, Procter & Gamble, and 
The United States Postal Service.  As a member of the Council on Legal Education Opportunity (CLEO), she studied at Harvard 
University, Cambridge, MA. She earned her Juris Doctorate degree at Howard University, School of Law, Washington, DC.  
 
She has received many honors, including being presented more than 300 keys to American cities. She has served as the 11th National 
President of The Links, Inc., and the National Parliamentarian to the Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. She has been named as one of the 
top five business motivators in the country by Black Enterprise Magazine; identified as one of the top 10 speakers in America, “Success 
Runs in Our Race”; featured in ESSENCE Magazine, and in EBONY magazine as one of the most influential people in the United States, 
and featured as the cover story of SPEAKER magazine, National Speaker’s Association 2007 July/August.  
 
A resident of Atlanta, Georgia, Russell-McCloud is married to Bishop E. Earl McCloud, Jr., the 127th elected and consecrated Bishop of 
the African Methodist Episcopal Church. 
  

ROSALYN TAYLOR O’NEALE 
 
 
Rosalyn Taylor O’Neale has more than 30 years of experience leading learning-based 
interventions in over 48 countries across 5 continents. She provides transformative 
consultation to organizations and leaders across industries including finance, manufacturing, 
technology, education, and healthcare. 
 
As a Principal Consultant at Cook Ross, Rosalyn designs global diversity and inclusion strategic 
initiatives and leads workshops, seminars, and leadership development programs. She is 
experienced in providing executive coaching, team development, and cultural change 
management programs for multi-national and Fortune 500 companies, mid-sized 
organizations, government agencies, and educational institutions. 
 
From 2008 to 2012, Rosalyn served as vice president and chief diversity and inclusion officer at 

the Campbell Soup Company. She was instrumental to Campbell winning the 2010 Catalyst Award and led their international diversity 
and inclusion business efforts in North America, Australia, and Europe.  
 
Prior to working with the Campbell Soup Company, Rosalyn was the executive vice president of diversity initiatives for MTV Network 
where she established executive networks, four Global Diversity Councils, and the Executive Development Program. 
Rosalyn specializes in diversity and inclusion program design, trans- and cross-cultural competency assessment and education, and 
diverse team and group process development. She is skilled in facilitating courageous conversations about race, culture, gender, sexual 
orientation, and gender identity. She lends her expertise and thought leadership to non-profits, educational institutions, foundations, 
and public sector organizations. 
 
Rosalyn received a Master of Social Work from University of Louisville. Her work has been featured in the ABA Forum and Diversity 
Journal. She has been quoted in Black Enterprise Magazine, Cable World Magazine, and Harvard Business Review. She was named one 
of the Top 100 Most Influential Blacks in Corporate America, Top Executives in Diversity, 100 Top Executives in America, and 100 most 
influential LGBT people of the year. 
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STEPHANIE SOBEL 
 
Stephanie Sobel is a high-energy, results-oriented executive leader leading the Dress for Success 
Worldwide Board of Directors in building the leading women's empowerment platform.  
 
Stephanie has created strong direct to consumer brands and has an excellent track record in driving 
sales, profits, and launching new customer-driven innovations. Instrumental in shaping women’s 
fashion from concept to consumer for over 25 years, Sobel held the position of President, 
FULLBEAUTY Brands from 2008-2016, directing eight brands and websites, which occupy the #1 
position in the plus size apparel direct channel market. Sobel was a key participant in two successful 
private equity transactions. Her current focus is on building women's empowerment in all aspects of 
life.  
  

Stephanie received her bachelor’s degree in Arts & Sciences from Cornell University. She is a member of the Dress for Success 
Worldwide Board of Directors, Mondetta Clothing Board of Directors, Committee for a Sustainable Waterfront and the Cornell Alumni 
Ambassadors Admissions Network.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ROSE FLENORL 

As Global Citizenship Manager at FedEx, Rose Jackson Flenorl directs and implements the company’s 
community outreach strategy in the areas of Disaster Relief, Safety, Environment, Education, and 
Diversity in national and international markets. Additionally, Rose is responsible for designing and 
executing programs that support the FedEx brand globally. She represents FedEx on the US Chamber 
BCLC Board of Directors, the Conference Board Contributions Council and the American Red Cross 
Corporate Advisory Board. In this role she communicates the company’s community philosophy, 
objectives and programs to audiences worldwide.  
 
Rose’s achievements have earned her numerous awards including the FedEx Five Star, the Salvation 
Army Partner in Mission Award, the Memphis Grizzlies Community Hero Award, the Girl’s Inc. “She 

Knows Where She’s Going Award,” the Tri-State Defender Women of Excellence Award, and the Mertie Buckman Mentor Award 
from the Women’s Foundation.  
 
A graduate of the University of Mississippi, she was the first black female named to the student Hall of Fame. Rose continues to make 
an impact as a leader at her alma mater; she was inducted into the Alumni Hall of Fame in 1998 and in 2008 served as president of the 
national Alumni Association.  
 
 

ROSE STUCKEY KIRK 
 
Rose Stuckey Kirk is chief corporate social responsibility officer for Verizon and a senior executive 
within the marketing organization where she oversees the strategic direction for all of Verizon’s 
social impact marketing activity. In addition, Rose is responsible for the company’s CSR investment 
strategy and programmatic buildout. 
 
Rose’s background as a senior leader in various P&L functions has primed her to advance the social 
innovation work of Verizon. She has held numerous leadership positions in wholesale, operations, 
sales and customer service, product development and marketing. Additionally, she has served as 
lecturer, panelist and guest speaker on a host of topics including mobility in education, women in 
the workplace, and the role of corporations in creating a sustainable future. 
 

Kirk is also an award-winning journalist and marketer and was the executive producer of the documentary Without A Net: The Digital 
Divide in America. Kirk is a member of the Women’s Leadership Board of the Harvard Kennedy School, the Aspen Institute’s Business 
and Society Leader’s Forum. She also serves on the Ad Council’s Advisory Committee; the Advisory Board of Arkansas State University, 
and the Executive Leadership Council. She is also on the Finance Committee and Board of Trustees for Gill Saint Bernard’s School, a 
college preparatory institution, and is the recent past governance committee member and chair of the board of directors of Dress for 
Success Worldwide.  
 
Rose holds a BS in Journalism from Arkansas State University and is completing a master’s in international Affairs at Washington 
University in St. Louis, MO. She and her husband, Robert, are the parents of two sons. 
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your amazing achievements and  
        wish you continued success to
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WORKSHOPS HOSTED FOR A 20-WOMAN COHORT AT ROOMS RESERVED AT THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE OF DENVER

How to change a Flat tire & Oil Change                      09/26/2018
How to Alleviate & Manage Financial Stress 10/17/2018
Cultural Dance to Relieve Stress                          10/24/2018
The Art of Building a Resume 10/31/2018
Kadampa Meditation Center 11/07/2018
Yoga Therapy           11/14/2018
Self-Defense Workshop                                 11/21/2018
Women in Business          11/28/2018

The Power in Your Hand (Make your own candle) 12/05/2018
Learn How to Crochet         12/12/2018
Budgeting and Saving 01/31/2019
How to Improve Your Credit Scores                  02/01/2019
Side Hustle Job        02/08/2019
Auto Buying-Insider Tips        02/15/2019
Preventing Identity Theft and Fraud        02/22/2019
How to Start Your Own Business                             03/01/2019

I kept track of this project by providing surveys in every single workshop. I also have provided them with a  Pre-survey 
at their first workshop, and provided them with Post survey on our final workshop to  compare what they knew 
already versus what they have learned from the workshops. We also discussed how  the workshop went after every 
single presentation.

I also kept track of attendance during each workshop/activity.

Obstacles/ Overcame All:
1. Keeping group together
2. Work/life balance
3. Increased demands at work

Outcomes:
- 20 Immigrant women have new skills, increased network, and belief in their abilities to accomplish their 
goals

- I presented about Sisterhood in the Neighborhood Project to our Higher Learning Commission Committee and 
I was asked several questions and I was told that the school might be adopting the idea.

- I had requests by several male students to create a Brotherhood in the Neighborhood as well so they can 
benefit from all these workshops they heard about from their classmates.

- I presented about Sisterhood in the Neighborhood Community Action Project at the Academic Management 
Institute Leadership conference I attended on March 7-8, 2019. I received lot of great feedback and many ladies 
offered to help if I plan on continuing with this project.

- Our school president attended and participated the end of our SINH project celebration and thanked me for 
doing this project.

- Our school dean presenter attended the end of project celebration and was one of our keynote speakers who 
shared her own personal story and how as woman we are capable of doing whatever we put our minds to.

- My original goal was to provide $4000 to serve the ladies during this project and we actually raised over 
$6,000 worth of food, giveaways, supplies, and other miscellaneous items.

3

IMANE BENJELLOUN , DENVER
SISTERHOOD IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD

(CONTINUED)

IMANE BENJELLOUN , DENVER
SISTERHOOD IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD

Mission: The mission of Sisterhood in the Neighborhood is to 
empower  immigrant women to become  financially 
independent and  pair them with other well  established 
women who are also  leaders in the community to  serve as 
their mentors.

Inspiration: As an immigrant myself, I was born and raised in 
Morocco. I was fortunate enough to be given the opportunity 
to immigrate to the land of opportunities. Although I loved 
living here, I was faced with many challenges. I had to learn a 
new language, I experienced somewhat of a cultural shock, 
and was frequently home sick. I also experienced more 
challenges especially after 9/11 due to the fact that I am 
Arab, African, and Muslim. 

Throughout the first couple of years I remember wishing 
there was someone who could help guide me as I underwent 
personal, educational, and professional hardships. That 
feeling of despair was the motivator behind this project. My 
goal was to provide the members of the Sisterhood in the 
Neighborhood with the tools necessary to undertake many of 
the challenges that immigrant women face when they first 
migrate to this country. My hope was that this project would 
provide the sisters with a safe zone where they could feel 
welcomed and motivated to pursue their goals. I wanted the 
women to create a strong bond with each other and with 
their mentors so they would be prepared for whatever 
challenges come their way as they continue to make a 
positive impact in this country we now call home.

Achievements: 
Completed sixteen workshops – initial goal was 8. 
Secured presenters for all the workshops.
Secured food/ giveaways for all the workshops. 
PWG participants helped set up baskets for all the Sisterhood 
in The Neighborhood ladies. 
Hosted end of the project celebration and acknowledged all 
the participants and their mentors.

Impact: 
All 20 women completed the sixteen workshops and have 
skills and connections that change their life. 
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Outcomes: 

We demonstrated and shared the benefits of meal planning: Improving Your/Your Family’s Health, Eat Better, 
Spend Less, Save Time, Reduce Waste. Our audience was diverse: immigrants, veterans, seniors, students, 
youths, low-income, single persons, families, multi-ethnic, female/male. Our audience responded positively to 
the workshop presentation and Mason jar meals; inspired to do meal planning because of the quick results and 
financial rewards. 

Our multilingual CAP Project Facebook page communicated our workshops, project goals, recipes to diverse 
communities. The Facebook page targeted Oregon and Washington state communities, but also a larger 
audience around the world. We plan to create Instagram page to increase our audience; and plan to post free 
resources, workshop videos and other relevant information.

ATOUSA GORG, OREGON & LORENA WARE, SEATTLE
MEAL PLANNING ON A BUDGET

(CONTINUED)

Mission: 
Our community to take control of their health and their wealth through 
understanding how to shop for and prepare healthy meals. 

Inspiration: 
This project enabled us to share our knowledge and passion for meal 
planning, so that our audience will discover the joy of nourishing their 
families with confidence. We demonstrated how to cook breakfast, lunch 
and dinner for a family of four for $100 a week. In turn, our audience was 
inspired to share the benefits of meal planning with their community. 

Achievements:
● 43 people learned how to use technology to create a meal plan. 

● 43 people created a healthy, tasty and economical meal (Mason Jar 
Salad). 

● 7 people received $20 vouchers to spend at farmers markets.

● 20 people received $20 vouchers to spend at Safeway grocery store 
produce department. 

● 8 women from transitional housing learned how to prep and cook a 
chicken dinner to become self-sufficient and a more confident cook. 

● 12 university students learned how to apply for food stamps and the 
respective eligibility requirements. 

● 2 middle-school students made a healthy low-cost lunch meal (Mason 
Jar Salad) with ingredients that were completely acquired from a food 
pantry, and without the need for a stove.

Impact: 
142 people total = 43 people attended past workshops

We empowered my community to take control of their finances and 
health.

Obstacles/ Overcame All:
Had to change name from ‘Crazy Cheap Meals’ (social stigma)
Had to continually educate community on purpose
Challenges with engagement and technology

ATOUSA GORG, OREGON  & LORENA WARE, SEATTLE
MEAL PLANNING ON A BUDGET
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SOPHIA TAYLOR-EDWARDS, HARTFORD
POWER UP - EMPOWERING WOMEN AFTER ABUSE

Mission: 
With the overarching goal of Transforming 
Women’s Financial Health, my Community Action 
Project will impact women’s financial challenges
in our communities after abuse through budgeting.

Inspiration: 
I chose this project because of my own personal experience after 
leaving an abusive marriage. I had to deal with moving from a two-
family income into one and maintain my household and credit 
rating. I have improved my financial literacy by attending 
motivational workshops and conferences including the My 
Avenging Angel Workshops TM and Stepping Forward/Job Search 
Program originated and facilitated by Susan Omilian and The 
Money Conference for Women sponsored annually by the Hartford 
Region YWCA. In these programs and others, I have found a 
community of women who are in similar circumstances and 
worked one-on-one with financial advisors so that I could develop 
a budget, reduce many of the stressors around my financial status 
and set and accomplish new financial goals. 

Achievements: 24 women graduated from 4-part Financial 
Empowerment Program hosted on 4 different days, and moved 
from being ‘survivors’ to being ‘thrivers’ on their way to more 
substantial financial independence

Impact: 
The measurement of success was conducted in several different 
ways. With the strong results from the Post Survey which was 
administered at the Celebration Meeting, 100% of the participants 
found the workshops excellent and they had also benefited from 
them. In rating financial literacy, 80% of the women rated 
excellent in their financial literacy. 88% of the women felt 
comfortable with the development of their financial budgets. 79% 
of the women decreased the stressors that surrounded their 
financial circumstances. 83% of the women successfully 
determined their financial goals and are on their way to 
accomplishing them. 100% of the women felt resources and 
support systems provided them during the sessions were helpful 
and informative. The impact was strong and immediate. 
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Mission: 
Simply Successful Today is a passion project to empower women with 
financial education and resources to help take small steps in planning for 
retirement, with a focus on good financial wellbeing now. 

Inspiration: 
After a very inspirational, motivational, and recreational experience, we 
returned to Phoenix to build a program to transform women’s financial 
health. This being such a broad topic, they knew that saving money was as 
important to them as it would be to the ladies around them. Preparing for 
retirement was another broad topic, so they combined the two topics into 
one project. That’s when Simply Successful Today was born. 

Achievements:
• Planted the seed: Start thinking about preparing for the future TODAY
• Provided good tools and resources 
• Connected with the right people to help SST and would not take advantage 

of our audience 
• Created a Bilingual Spanish event and provided information in both 

languages Making the information shared by our sponsors easily accessible 
by creating a website 

• Kept motivating attendees and their family to start and plan today
• Listened to feedback and provided the answers to their unique questions
• Gained confidence  
• You can change your trajectory 
• You can grow your financial success, starting today, it doesn’t have to 

happen at once 
• Practiced gratitude with a good attitude Have the courage to be free of 

debt Empowered others

Impact: 
Made a difference in one life: We made a difference in at least 168 lives in a 
3-part workshop series

2018 
RUNNER UP

TEAM
CATEGORY

VERONICA MORENO & MARTHA BAUTISTA, PHOENIX
SIMPLY SUCCESSFUL
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ALEJANDRA CORONEL LOZANO
REGINA

With every new adventure comes 
uncertainty, fear but also the faith, 

motivation and aspirations to 
remarkable and achieve greatness.  

ALISHA MCCLEAN
QUEENS

I believe in making the world a 
better place. I also like to

encourage others to do the same;
no contribution is too small. 

AMANDA GUEVARA
WORLDWIDE WEST (LOS ANGELES)
Dress for Success has opened my eyes 

to help show me what I am capable 
of accomplishing, and all of the new 

parterships I nurture for change. 

AMBER METZGER
SIOUX FALLS

To me, leadership is not when someone 
takes control or fixes a problem, but 

rather encourages others to be strong - 
this is the leader I aspire to be.

ANASTASIA SHED
METRO JACKSON

It is important to me to show leadership 
inside my family by participating in 
programs that show compassion to 
others and teach my kids love and 

compassion for others. 

ANGELA FULLMER
DES MOINES

I value servant leadership which involves 
leading others through high conduct and 
character. Listening to what those under 

your leadership have to say and never 
assigning a task you are unwilling to do.

ANGELA WATKINS
INDIANAPOLIS

A good leader is compassionate, 
has an open mind  and is able to 

deescalate difficult matters. Most 
importantly, to be a good leader

is to be a good listener.

ANNA CONNELL
OREGON

I am so looking forward to participating
and learning and sharing this experience
with all the women in Portland. When
you do good in the world it brings joy.

ANNIE HURST
DENVER

Leaders have vision, inspire change, and 
stop at nothing to get the resources 

necessary for growth to take place. It’s 
not about titles; it’s about progress and 

commitment. 
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FELECIA HOBGOOD-CRUDUP
TRIANGLE, NC

Leadership is being passionate with 
sharing your gifts with others so that 

others can flourish and blossom where 
they’re planted.  This is a domino affect 

of “Iron Sharpening Iron”!

GENESIS SHINE BUTLER
COLUMBUS

Leadership is being at peace with 
stepping up or being a supporter 

when the situation calls for it.  I live to 
encourage people to use their gifts! 

HIND LARAJ
TRIANGLE, NC

The leadership skills I grew along the 
way help me serve other women.  My 
struggle gave me empathy for people 

who are going through challenges and it’s 
my pleasure to help.

FEONA HUFF
HAMPTON ROADS

Leadership is being able to lead as well 
as follow. Leadership is humble yet 

bold as well effective and progressive. 
Leadership is creating a culture and 
environment of the winning spirit.

GEORGIA COHRAN
METRO JACKSON

When I am around positive people,  
I am more positive. I feel I am better 

equipped to serve myself as a woman, 
therefore more confident when it comes 

to serving others.

IMANE BENJELLOUN
DENVER

When you reach out to help someone 
else and go beyond your own challenges, 
you become the change you want to see. 

It is very humbling. 

GABRIELA CONTRERAS PAVIA
MEXICO CITY

Every day I reach to inspirational 
leadership, which I fulfill with all my 

heart. My volunteer job gives support to 
ladies in search of a leading word where 
society has not given them any answers.

GISELLE HENDERSON
MID-FAIRFIELD COUNTY

Being a good leader can encourage 
others to do great things. That is what 
I want to do, be a positive influence to 

others and lift up. It’s a beautiful thing to 
be of service. 

INELL ALEXANDER
AUSTIN

Share what you know and lead 
by example. A leader must show 

commitment, passion, empathy, honesty 
and integrity. 

2018 CAP WINNER
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ATOUSA GORG
OREGON

Leadership is tremendously challenging 
and very rewarding. Seeing people 

benefit from your hard work is a 
wonderful gift. 

BARBARA BARBOZA
BOSTON

Leadership means to be able to guide
others in the direction of their life,

which will allow them to make better
choices.

BRANDI TILLMAN
WORLDWIDE CENTRAL (CHICAGO)
Leadership means modeling honesty

and integrity at all times. True
leadership encourages people to be

their best and overcome any adversity
that comes their way.

CAROLINE BELTRE
HARTFORD

Leadership to me signifies educating,
coaching, mentoring and motivating

others. It is guiding and directing, being
aware and present in who needs what

and what needs to be done to obtain it.

CHANTAL SPEIGHT
OKLAHOMA CITY

Anyone can call themselves a leader,
but to show leadership takes courage
and responsibility. Leadership creates,

motivates, and inspires people to
engage with a vision of the future.

CYNTHIA LOZADA
MID-FAIRFIELD COUNTY

I am a strong and intelligent woman -
after going through many challenges, I
know I have a purpose, and am blessed

to help other women find their way.

DANICA BALLINGER
SAN FRANCISCO

Good leadership can inspire and help
others achieve more/do better. It means
working with people on a common goal,

while being in a position to set up the
best steps for achieving that.

ELBIN HERNANDEZ
WORCESTER

I strive to help people grow to be the
best version of themselves, and then I
can say that I lived a meaningful life

with the hopes of leaving a legacy that
continues lifting others.

ELIZABETH ‘LIZ’ SKINNER
AUCKLAND

To me, leadership involves having the
courage to voice your opinions, and
supporting the actions of those you

believe in, it’s having self-belief,
resilience, kindness, authenticity.

2018 CAP WINNER
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JOHNNIE HILL
WICHITA

I view myself as a traiblazer.  I am a leader 
who has a thirst for knowledge. I actively 
seek ways to improve the quality of my 
life and the lives of those around me.

KIM GARMANY
INDIANAPOLIS

Leadership is communication and 
connection, patience and humility,  

as well as failure and mastery. Leadership 
closes gaps and fosters the advancement 

of others.

LEASHA GIGGETTS
ALBANY

Leadership is guiding people through 
example, putting people before you for 

the greater good to reach a positive goal. 
Leadership is doing your best to achieve 

the best for everyone.

JOYCE ROGERS
ATLANTA

When you lose everything material and 
the only possession remaining is your 

will to live, things come into perspective. 
Having the resilience to reconstruct my 

life is leadership.

LAURA STEINKE
QUAD CITIES

To know that I can help others out is a 
true blessing.  Not every woman can 

speak up on what she feels or how she 
feels, and I will always be there to help 

her do that! 

LINDA DOLL
CLEVELAND

Throw a rock into a still pond, and 
watch the ripples spread out eventually 
touching everything. Changes are the 
same; they touch you, and eventually 
all the lives you come in touch with.

KALILAH JONES
OKLAHOMA CITY

I believe every person has something to 
offer, and I am ready to make a positive 
impact on my community and my life.   

LEANDRE MILES
WORLDWIDE WEST (LOS ANGELES)

Be an example and model tenacity, 
resilience, and value what others bring to 

the table to effectively collaborate and 
make the goal a reality. 

LORENA WARE
SEATTLE

I have a passion for helping people do 
better for themselves and their families. 
It’s so fulfilling to me to see that changes 
in lives by making an effort to go outside 

of your comfort zone. 

2018 CAP WINNER
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IRINA GORBUN
DENVER

Listening to your peers and
subordinates is a good quality to have.

By listening, one is able to identify
where the team or an individual needs

help or an opportunity to thrive.

JACQUELIN ACEVEDO RODRIGUEZ
SAN JOSE

A proud moment of leadership is when
I led the Asian Women’s Home in the

2019 Women’s March. Women
Empowering Women! Breaking a

barrier one “roar” at a time!

JANICE TUFTE
SEATTLE

Listen, be kind, think before you speak
and whenever possible offer

opportunities for skills to be learned
for advancement possibilities.

IRINA GOMZYAKOVA
TORONTO

Leadership is related to knowing where
you are going and being responsible for

your actions. When you are a leader
you realize giving back is more

important than getting what you want.

JACQUELINE BRYANT
MIDWEST

In taking on the role of a leader is to
serve followed by being a great

example of honest transparency,
trustworthiness, sacrifice and team

work. To help others rise.

JENNIFER RODRIGUEZ
WORLDWIDE CENTRAL (CHICAGO)

Successful people at the top aren’t
leaders if they lack the ability to treat
people with dignity. Time is money,

humility and grace are priceless and not
something purchased or given.

IULIANA ‘JULIE’ BANU
VANCOUVER

Leadership is a way of sharing some of
your ideas with other in order to inspire
them. A great leader is a good listener.

Also, leadership means to give guidance
without any judgment.

JACQUELYN JONES
KANSAS CITY

Leadership for me is defined as one who
has the ability to positively influence

others to believe and participate in and
contribute to a common vision, goal or
advancement. And to lead by example.

JOHNA GOFF
TULSA

Leadership means being kind while also
being in control. Understanding that
weakeness isn’t failure but learning

opportunities. Knowing that everyone
adds value.
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NINA NORBY
TWIN CITIES

Take responsibility for your actions, 
demonstrate how to perform a task or 
begin a project. Look for new ways to 

improve. Come together to  
solve problems.

PERCELITA PADILLA
SAN JOSE

As a leader, I take my own development 
seriously. I am inquisitive. I am constantly 

reading, growing and developing as a 
student of life.  I am a work in progress.  

ROBBIE BOSWELL
DALLAS

A commitment, passion, empathy, 
integrity and decision-making  

capabilities to lead by example play a 
vital role in my success.

NISHEENA SMITH
ATLANTA

I utilized the skills I learned at Dress for 
Success and demonstrated leadership to 
help build and strengthen internal and 

external relationships.

PILAR OJEDA MELO
MEXICO CITY

Help others find their greatness, and feel 
confident about using it. Is doing things 
with passion, and help others build and 

share their own passion.

ROSHUNDA HOLT
WICHITA

The ability to lead is a gift not to be 
taken lightly. One must make a mental 

commitment to improve not only 
themselves but those around them daily. 

PATRICE CULPEPPER-WILSON
CLEVELAND

Leadership to me means being able to 
inspire others through the Community 

Action Project while working on 
the results we need, having fun, 
communicating while advancing

RAYWAH SINGH
BROOKHAVEN

Leadership comes in many different 
shapes and sizes, but to me, it is the 

ability to work with different situations 
or people in a very fair, intelligent, 

productive, and respectful way.

ROUGHIATOU ‘RUGY’ NGAIDE
COLUMBUS

Leadership is about being authentic, 
humble and open. It is about willingness 
to learn and grow, doing the right thing, 

not self-serving but for the  
common good.
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LYDIA CHENG
VANCOUVER

For me, leadership doesn’t mean 
management. Leadership means to 

provide service to team members, to 
create an environment that allows people 

to tap into self motivation.

MAYA WALLACE
MEMPHIS

I have garnered much confidence and I 
can say I am an “Empowered Woman” 

destined towards greatness and with that 
I will have the ability to impact the lives 

of others positively.

NAKIA POWELL
NEW YORK

I have always wanted to uplift my 
community and am excited to further 

develop my skills and give me the tools to 
better pave the way forward for others. 

LYNNE SHAFFER
WASHINGTON DC

Knowing how to prioritize and then 
act on what’s important is central to 
leadership. Being a person who cares 

about others success is important.

MECCA ADAMS
N NJ 10 COUNTIES

Leadership does not necessarily mean 
that there is formal authority to lead, but 
a willingness and aptitude to assist others 

in achieving their goals. 

NANCY LAEHA
HONOLULU

Leadhership means stepping out, 
even when you’re afraid, and being of 
service to others. I love mentoring and 
lifting up people with a servant heart. 

MARTHA BAUTISTA 
PHOENIX

Going through challenges with an 
understanding that there is always an 
opportunity to help someone else is 

central to leadership. 

MELISSA CUARON
PHOENIX

In the past 7 years, being a part of Dress 
for Success has helped me to become the 
independent and successful women that I 

am today!  

NICOLE RICHARDSON
MICHIGAN

Anyone can tell someone what to do,  
but to sit with a person, get to know  

their strengths, encourage them, help 
build their character, and teach them is 

true leadership.

2018 CAP RUNNER-UP
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TYRA TURNER
PHOENIX

God places you where you need to be,
and I am grateful for the challenges I

have faced so I can be where I am
today, dedicated to helping others.

VERONICA MORENO
PHOENIX

When you put others before yourself,
you realize how blessed you are.

Leading with kindness and generosity
are central to my purpose.

2018 CAP RUNNER-UP
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SAIGE SWEET
C NJ 7 COUNTIES

I feel the sisterhood when I attend the 
monthly Professional Women’s Group 
meetings. I love how women from all 

different walks of life can come together 
and uplift one another. 

SHARON WALDRON
CHARLOTTE

I believe that you lead by making others 
feel important, valued and by providing 

vision for the future. You become a 
leader when you have created a ladder 

for others to climb.

STEPHANIE RAIMER
TAMPA BAY

From the smallest task to the largest 
everyone has something that is valuable.  
In working through that process a leader 
needs to be able to ensure goals are met. 

SHAMETRIA GONZALES
NEW ORLEANS

I feel like a new woman. I know my worth 
and the power of my mind. I always keep 
a positive energy no matter what tries to 

bring me down.

SHARRON CHAMBERS
AUSTIN

I believe in being dependable, honest, 
trustworthy and helping others who are 

in need. 

SYLAINE HOOD
CHARLOTTE

A leader is one who may not have a 
title of CEO, boss, or supervisor. A 

leader is one who others admire enough 
to follow regardless of their stature.

SHANTEL FRASER
HARTFORD

Leadership to me means empowering 
and inspiring others to do what they 

want to do in life and leading in a positive 
direction. Leadership is serving as a role 

model and team player.  

SOPHIA TAYLOR-EDWARDS
HARTFORD

The challenges we face sometimes force 
us into leadership roles, and it is then that 

we understand our true strengths. 

TONYA THOMAS
BOISE VALLEY

I always try to be encouraging and 
supportive, offer a shoulder or maybe a 
laugh when situations need to be looked 

at from another angle. 

2018 CAP RUNNER-UP
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STEPHANIE SOBEL 
 
Stephanie Sobel is a high-energy, results-oriented executive leader leading the Dress for Success 
Worldwide Board of Directors in building the leading women's empowerment platform.  
 
Stephanie has created strong direct to consumer brands and has an excellent track record in driving 
sales, profits, and launching new customer-driven innovations. Instrumental in shaping women’s 
fashion from concept to consumer for over 25 years, Sobel held the position of President, 
FULLBEAUTY Brands from 2008-2016, directing eight brands and websites, which occupy the #1 
position in the plus size apparel direct channel market. Sobel was a key participant in two successful 
private equity transactions. Her current focus is on building women's empowerment in all aspects of 
life.  
  

Stephanie received her bachelor’s degree in Arts & Sciences from Cornell University. She is a member of the Dress for Success 
Worldwide Board of Directors, Mondetta Clothing Board of Directors, Committee for a Sustainable Waterfront and the Cornell Alumni 
Ambassadors Admissions Network.  
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Dress Affiliate First Name Last Name 
Regina Alejandra Coronel Lozano 
Queens Alisha McLean 

Worldwide West Amanda Guevara 
Sioux Falls Amber Metzger 

Metro Jackson Anastasia Shed 
Indianapolis Angela Watkins 
Des Moines Angela Fullmer 

Denver Annie Hurst 
Oregon Atousa Gorg 
Boston Barbara Barboza 

Worldwide Central Brandi Tillman 
Hartford Caroline Beltre 

Oklahoma City Chantal Speight 
Mid Fairfield County Cynthia Lozada 

San Francisco Danica Ballinger 
Worcester Elbin Hernandez 

New Zealand Elizabeth Skinner 
Vancouver Lydia Liu Cheng 

Triangle Felecia Hobgood-Crudup 
Hampton Roads Feona Huff 

Mexico City Gabriela Contreras Pavia 
Columbus Genesis Shine Butler 

Metro Jackson Georgia Cohran 
Bridgeport Giselle Henderson 

Triangle Hind Laraj 
Denver Imane Benjelloun 
Austin Inell Alexander 

Toronto Irina Gomzyakova 
Denver Irina Gorbun 

Vancouver Iuliana Banu 
San Jose Jacquelin Acevedo Rodriguez 
Midwest Jacqueline Bryant 

Kansas City Jacquelyn Jones 
Seattle Janice Tufte 

Worldwide Central Jennifer Rodriquez 
Tulsa Johna Goff 

Wichita Johnnie Hill 
Atlanta Joyce Rogers 

Oklahoma City Kalilah Jones 

DELEGATES LISTED IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER BY FIRST NAME 
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FIRST NAME LAST NAME AFFILIATE STATE COUNTRY
Alejandra Coronel Lozano Regina Canada
Alisha McLean Queens New York USA
Amanda Guevara Worldwide West California USA
Amber Metzger Sioux Falls South Dakota USA
Anastasia Shed Metro Jackson Mississippi USA
Angela Fullmer Des Moines Iowa USA
Angela Watkins Indianapolis Indiana USA
Anna Connell Oregon Oregon USA
Annie Hurst Denver Colorado USA
Atousa Gorg Oregon Oregon USA
Barbara Barboza Boston Massachusetts USA
Brandi Tillman Worldwide Central Illinois USA
Caroline Beltre Hartford Connecticut USA
Chantal Speight Oklahoma City Oklahoma USA
Cynthia Lozada Mid-Fairfield County Connecticut USA
Danica Ballinger San Francisco California USA
Elbin Hernandez Worcester Massachusetts USA
Elizabeth Skinner Auckland New Zealand
Felecia Hobgood-Crudup Triangle, NC North Carolina USA
Feona Huff Hampton Roads Virginia USA
Gabriela Contreras Pavia Mexico City Mexico
Genesis Shine Butler Columbus Ohio USA
Georgia Cohran Metro Jackson Mississippi USA
Giselle Henderson Mid-Fairfield County Connecticut USA
Hind Laraj Triangle, NC North Carolina USA
Imane Benjelloun Denver Colorado USA
Inell Alexander Austin Texas USA
Irina Gomzyakova Toronto Canada
Irina Gorbun Denver Colorado USA
Iuliana Banu Vancouver Canada
Jacquelin Acevedo Rodriguez San Jose California USA
Jacqueline Bryant Midwest Missouri USA
Jacquelyn Jones Kansas City Missouri USA
Janice Tufte Seattle Washington USA

FIRST NAME LAST NAME AFFILIATE STATE COUNTRY
Jennifer Rodriquez Worldwide Central Illinois USA
Johna Goff Tulsa Oklahoma USA
Johnnie Hill Wichita Kansas USA
Joyce Rogers Atlanta Georgia USA
Kalilah Jones Oklahoma City Oklahoma USA
Kimberly Garmany Indianapolis Indiana USA
Laura Steinke Quad Cities Iowa USA
LeAndre Miles Worldwide West California USA
Leasha Giggetts Albany New York USA
Linda Doll Cleveland Ohio USA
Lorena Ware Seattle Washington USA
Lydia Liu Cheng Vancouver Canada
Lynne Shaffer Washington DC District of Columbia USA
Martha Bautista Phoenix Arizona USA
Maya Wallace Memphis Tennessee USA
Mecca Adams Northern NJ - 10 Counties New Jersey USA
Melissa Cuaron Phoenix  Arizona USA
Nakia Powell New York New York USA
Nancy Laeha Honolulu Hawaii USA
Nicole Richardson Michigan Michigan USA
Nina Norby Twin Cities Minnesota USA
Nisheena Smith Atlanta Georgia USA
Patrice Culpepper-Wilson Cleveland Ohio USA
Percelita Padilla San Jose California USA
Pilar Ojeda Melo Mexico City Mexico
Raywah Singh Brookhaven New York USA
Robbie Boswell Dallas Texas USA
Roshunda Holt Wichita Kansas USA
Roughiatou Ngaide Columbus Ohio USA
Saige Sweet Central NJ - 7 Counties New Jersey USA
Shametria Gonzales New Orleans Louisiana USA
Shantel Fraser Hartford Connecticut USA
Sharon Waldron Charlotte North Carolina USA
Sharron Chambers Austin Texas USA
Sophia Taylor-Edwards Hartford Connecticut USA
Stephanie Raimer Tampa Bay Florida USA
Sylaine Hood Charlotte North Carolina USA
Tonya Thomas Boise Valley Idaho USA
Tyra Turner Phoenix  Arizona USA
Veronica Moreno Phoenix Arizona USA
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AFFILIATE FIRST NAME LAST NAME STATE COUNTRY
Albany Leasha Giggetts New York USA
Atlanta Joyce Rogers Georgia USA
Atlanta Nisheena Smith Georgia USA
Auckland Elizabeth Skinner New Zealand
Austin Inell Alexander Texas USA
Austin Sharron Chambers Texas USA
Boise Valley Tonya Thomas Idaho USA
Boston Barbara Barboza Massachusetts USA
Brookhaven Raywah Singh New York USA
Central NJ - 7 Counties Saige Sweet New Jersey USA
Charlotte Sharon Waldron North Carolina USA
Charlotte Sylaine Hood North Carolina USA
Cleveland Linda Doll Ohio USA
Cleveland Patrice Culpepper-Wilson Ohio USA
Columbus Genesis Shine Butler Ohio USA
Columbus Roughiatou Ngaide Ohio USA
Dallas Robbie Boswell Texas USA
Denver Annie Hurst Colorado USA
Denver Imane Benjelloun Colorado USA
Denver Irina Gorbun Colorado USA
Des Moines Angela Fullmer Iowa USA
Hampton Roads Feona Huff Virginia USA
Hartford Caroline Beltre Connecticut USA
Hartford Shantel Fraser Connecticut USA
Hartford Sophia Taylor-Edwards Connecticut USA
Honolulu Nancy Laeha Hawaii USA
Indianapolis Angela Watkins Indiana USA
Indianapolis Kimberly Garmany Indiana USA
Kansas City Jacquelyn Jones Missouri USA
Memphis Maya Wallace Tennessee USA
Metro Jackson Anastasia Shed Mississippi USA
Metro Jackson Georgia Cohran Mississippi USA
Mexico City Gabriela Contreras Pavia Mexico
Mexico City Pilar Ojeda Melo Mexico
Michigan Nicole Richardson Michigan USA
Mid-Fairfield County Cynthia Lozada Connecticut USA
Mid-Fairfield County Giselle Henderson Connecticut USA
Midwest Jacqueline Bryant Missouri USA
New Orleans Shametria Gonzales Louisiana USA

AFFILIATE FIRST NAME LAST NAME STATE COUNTRY
New York Nakia Powell New York USA
Northern NJ - 10 Counties Mecca Adams New Jersey USA
Oklahoma City Chantal Speight Oklahoma USA
Oklahoma City Kalilah Jones Oklahoma USA
Oregon Anna Connell Oregon USA
Oregon Atousa Gorg Oregon USA
Phoenix Martha Bautista Arizona USA
Phoenix Veronica Moreno Arizona USA
Phoenix  Melissa Cuaron Arizona USA
Phoenix  Tyra Turner Arizona USA
Quad Cities Laura Steinke Iowa USA
Queens Alisha McLean New York USA
Regina Alejandra Coronel Lozano Canada
San Francisco Danica Ballinger California USA
San Jose Jacquelin Acevedo Rodriguez California USA
San Jose Percelita Padilla California USA
Seattle Janice Tufte Washington USA
Seattle Lorena Ware Washington USA
Sioux Falls Amber Metzger South Dakota USA
Tampa Bay Stephanie Raimer Florida USA
Toronto Irina Gomzyakova Canada
Triangle, NC Felecia Hobgood-Crudup North Carolina USA
Triangle, NC Hind Laraj North Carolina USA
Tulsa Johna Goff Oklahoma USA
Twin Cities Nina Norby Minnesota USA
Vancouver Iuliana Banu Canada
Vancouver Lydia Liu Cheng Canada
Washington DC Lynne Shaffer District of Co-

lumbia
USA

Wichita Johnnie Hill Kansas USA
Wichita Roshunda Holt Kansas USA
Worcester Elbin Hernandez Massachusetts USA
Worldwide Central Brandi Tillman Illinois USA
Worldwide Central Jennifer Rodriquez Illinois USA
Worldwide West Amanda Guevara California USA
Worldwide West LeAndre Miles California USA

DELEGATES LISTED ALPHABETICALLY BY AFFILIATE NAME



 

 

 
Carnival Foundation  
Linda Coll 
Carnival Foundation  
3655 NW 87 Avenue 
Miami, FL  33178 
 
Clear Eyes 
Grace Mazza 
Prestige Brands 
660 White Plains Road 
Suite 250 
Tarrytown, NY 10591 
 
Galderma 
Kimberly Hartnett 
Hamilton & Esi Davis 
GALDERMA LABORATORIES L.P. 
14501 North Freeway 
Fort Worth, TX 76177 
 
Talbots 
Doris Salukas 
Talbots 
One Talbots Drive 
Hingham, MA 02043 
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Janna Hughes 
FedEx  
3610 Hacks Cross Road 
Memphis, TN 38125 
 
Frette 
Michelle Wisnovsky 
Frette North America 
900 Secaucus Road 
Unit C 
Secaucus, NJ 07094 
 
Robert Half 
Lisa Montagna 
Robert Half 
150 Second Avenue North 
Suite 1120 
St. Petersburg, FL 33701 
 
Rona Jaffe Foundation 
 Robert Wishnew 
The Rona Jaffe Foundation 
21 Wildwood Drive 
Dix Hills, NY 11746 
 
 

 

Joi Gordon, Chief Executive Officer 
 

Patrick Johnson, Event Manager 
 

Vicki Bowen Hewes, Success Summit Director 
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Our strength 
comes from many 
different places.
At FedEx, we strive to support our customers 
and their diverse communities. We highly value 
relationships with minority- and women-owned 
businesses. It’s one of the many ways we 
deliver better service to everyone.
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On behalf of Carnival Foundation, congratulations to all of 
the powerful women participating in this leadership summit 
onboard Carnival Victory. As you #SetSailForSuccess, we wish 
you fair winds, following seas and many inspirational moments 
on your voyage of empowerment.

WELCOME ABOARD 
LIVE YOUR LEGACY!

www.carnivalfoundation.com


